
The E-Z Cane Fastening System consists of a 3/8” Hanger Bolt and a 
Threaded Insert that fits all of our cane handles that have a two 
piece ferrule system.  It provides a simple, strong attachment method 
for adding a metal cane handle to a wooden shaft, it also allows for 
the user to change handles quickly and easily to suit the occasion. 

Note: One piece cane handles have a different thread and therefore will 
not work.  The 3/8” Hanger Bolt can also be used to secure our Ice 
Axe cane handle to a shaft.

Step 1- Make sure the top of the cane is square to the shaft so the 
handle will align properly when installed.  Locate the center of the 
cane shaft and drill a 7/16” hole, between 2” and 2 ¼” deep.  

Step 2- Thread the Insert onto the machine thread end of the Hanger 
Bolt until the threads are completely bottomed out.

Step 3- Mix some two part Epoxy or other industrial strength adhesive 
and add about one TBSP to the hole in the shaft, allowing it to run 
down the sides of the hole as it is added, more adhesive may be 
needed to fill the hole around the Bolt, depending on the depth of 
the hole.

Step 4- Insert the Hanger Bolt with attached Threaded Insert into 
the 7/16” hole and make sure that the Insert is tight to and perfectly 
centered on the top of the shaft, also make sure that the adhesive 
is within 1/8” of the top of the hole with Bolt inserted, add more 
adhesive if needed, allow adhesive to cure.

Step 5- Assemble the Cane Handle on to the Threaded Insert and you 
are finished, for a more permanent attachment you can use Blue 
Thread locker on the components.  Enjoy your new cane!
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